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1o IN T R 0 DUCT I 0 N 
The woodlands studied cover the west facing 
slopes of hills to the east of Coniston Water, 
Cumbria (Grid RefsG SD 290900 = SD 300930) and 
range in altitude from 45m to 210m; the hills them= 
selves reaching a height of 300m& 
The study area is probably one of the best 
remaining representatives of what has been regarded 
as the climax vegetation of the Lake District, that 
is:- mixed sessile oakwood. The mixed woods are 
composed mainly of Quercus petraea with Betula pubescens, 
Corylus avellana, Alnus glutinosa~Ulmus glabra, Fraxinus 
excelsior and Tilia cordata and include woodlands 
formerly exploited and treated for centuries as enclosed 
coppice but now allowed to grow up. There are also some 
planted areas of Larix decidua and Fagus aylvutica. 
The study was planned as a primary phytosociological 
survey, to provide a preliminary description by 
identifying the major vegetation types within the 
woodlands and to establish whether the variation in 
vegetation could be related to variation in underlying 
rocks or to former working of the woodlands for charcoal 
or influence of other environmental factors. 
The sampling was confined to those Vloodlands 
owned by the National T:cust, partly to restrict the 
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extent of the study and also for easy access: the 
woodlands studied are namely:- Crab Hawes, Grass 
Paddocks, Anna's Viood, Dales Wood 9 Low Barn Viood 9 
Dodgson Pasture, Dodgson Wood, Hill Gill Wood 9 Bailiff 
Wood and Coplands Barn (Fig.1 + 2). The woods grade 
upwards into Festuca/Agrostis grassland (Fig.3) and 
downwards directly onto the lake shore (Figo~-) and 
throughout the report they will be collectively 
referred to as Coniston Woods. The National Trust 
has conducted a more wide ranging study of their 
woodlands in the Lake District but this has not yet 
been publishedo 
Nomenclature follows:- Clapham, Tutin, + Warburg (1962) 
for vascular plants, MacVicar (1964) for liverworts, 
James (1965) for lichens and Smith (1976) for mosses .. 
8 
Fig. 3. 
The woodlands merge upwards into Festuca/Agrostis 
grassland with bracken on the deeper soils;and 
this is periodically cut which accounts for the 
markings on the slopes. 
I<'ig o 4. 
The woodlands mer g e downwards directly onto 
Coniston ivater. 
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2 o ENVIRONTiiENTAL FACTORS 
2(i) Geology 
2(ii) Climate 
2(iii) Soils 
2(iv) Biotic Factors 
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2(i) GEOLOGY 
The published geological data for the area is 
sparse and information is obtained from the old 
series geological maps (sheets 38 + 48) of which 
there is only one edition (1884). These use a 
geological terminology which is now superceded and 
must be interpreted with caution. 
The Coniston Woods lie on the Coniston Grits, 
Upper Coniston Flags and Brathay Slates and Flags, 
which are sandy mudstones with bends and beds of 
sandstone. These formations are of Sil~an age and 
being relatively soft tend to a scenery of hills with 
gentle rolling aspect in contrast to other regions of 
the Lake District of Ordovician age rocks which form 
the mountains. 
The woods can be separated geologically, towards 
the north of Coniston Water the woods lie on the Coniston 
Grits and Flags and towards the south on the .3rathay 
Flags and Slates, the junction of which starts at Grid 
Reference SD 300930 (Fig.5) 
CONISTON GRITS AND FLAGS 
This format ion is about 1800 metres thick ~;.nd 
represents the main onset of the greywacke turbidities. 
The greywacke grits and silt stones which may vary in 
coarseness are often interbedded with both green/grey 
and blue/grey mudstoneo The grit bands give rise to 
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t'his formation consists of tninly laminated 
dark blue/grey mudstones that weather dull greenish 
brown and are in places ~Jink tinged. IIard ovoid 
siliceous concretions are common and occasional 
calcareous nodules are presento Variations in 
hardness betwen successive strata and the effects of 
glaciation have resulted in a characteristically 
"knobbly" landscape. 
In the Devonian geological period there was great 
upheaval of rocks and molten rock intruded in 1nany places 
to form dykes, two of which, both of felsite,outcrop in 
the Coniston Woods. 
To the top of the woods (Grid Refo SD 308927) is 
an area of recently deposited "alluvium", probably 
glacial in origin, and although thin glacial drift 
covers a lot of the area it is relatively discontinuous 
and of unknown compositiono 
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2 (ii) CLIMATE 
The Lake District lies between 54 ° a...nd 55° N 
latitudes and the climate is remarkably mild for its 
latitude, but is in common with most of the V/est coast 
of Britain. 
The Coniston Woods are moderately wet, the 
prevailing westerly winds bringing orographic rainfall. 
The annual average rainfall is 1524-1778 ~~at the 
south end of Coniston Water, 1778-2030 mm in the middle 
and 2030-2286 mm at the north end (Fig.6) This is quite 
high in contrast to the south-west of Lancashire for 
example where rainfall averaged 889-1016 mm. 
The annual average humidity for the area (1901-
1930? was 80% (Meterological Office 1952) but depends 
upon the direction of the wind, the south-westerly 
winds being humid 9 whereas winds from the east are dryo 
In some of the summer months if easterly winds are 
prevalent there is sometimes a water deficit in the 
soilG The wind frequencies for the area are:-
55% south to west 
25% north to east 
10% west to north (Manley 1973) 
Wind frequency and rainfall increase with altitude 
whereas te;;lperature decreases vvi th altitude. 'l'he 
tel!lperature of the area as a whole is geDerc:.:.lly equable. 
Winters are mild with monthly .:teans of daily Llinima 
normally above 0°C. (Table 1). Swruners are cool with 
mean temperatures for July and August just ove:c 15°C but 
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Fig. 6. Mean Annual Rainfall, Conlston 
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because of the latitude there is great variation in 
intensity of radiation on slopes of different aspect 
therefore locally causing marked differences of 
temperature. Temperature differences are also related 
to altitude, the mean daily maximum of air temperature 
at a height of 200 m. is 1.4°Co lower than at the coast 
(Meterological Office 1976). 
In spite of high rainfall the amount of sunshine 
compares well with other stations in similar latitudes. 
Mean averages per day for July and August are about 5t 
hours (Table 2) (Meterological Office 1976). North-
westerly winds tend to bring generally cloudless skies, 
but in the wetter seasons persistence of cloud will be 
more than other parts of the country. 
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2 (iii) SOILS 
The main soil association of the area is the 
Brantwood association of brown earths, bare rock and 
rankerse This occurs on the valley sides and often 
intermingles with the Grizedale association on the 
plateaux. 
The parent material of the Silurian rocks normally 
weathers to a fine earth dominated· by silt sized 
particles, however many of the rocks are reS.ist.a.nt 
to weathering and the bulk of the solum is of small 
angular fragments. The association normally occurs 
below 213 m. for above this the peaty gleyed podsols 
of the Grizedale association predominate due to increased 
rainfall and lower temperatures. 
The valley sides have been glaciated and subjected 
to long periods of solifluction and hillwash so the 
upper parts are now the steepest. Although the annual 
rainfall varies from 1524 rnrn to 2286 mm (Fig. 6) water 
is rapidly shed from the steep slopes via a network of 
deeply cut water courseso Thin deposits of alluvium 
are associated with flush sites adjacent to the streams .. 
The Brantwood associatiun therefore varies with-
relief and is predominantly a sequence of rankers and 
brown earths, flush sites being occupied by shallow 
ground-water gleys .. 
(a) RANKERS + BARE ROCK 
Rock and scree often occur on the upper slopes 
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with rankers on narrow ledges. Rock also outcrops 
on the lower slopes, forming small knolls with similar 
sporadic ranker development. The ranker profile 
consists of superficial accumulations of organic 
remains derived from leaf litter, lichens and mosses 
with well developed F and shallow greasy H horizons 
overlying rock. 
(b) BROWN EARTHS 
Brown earths with strong brown acid B horizons 
are widespread throughout the woods particularly on 
the slopes. Moder is the most common humus form 
consisting of leaf remains of deciduous trees or 
bracken, the H horizon being deepest under bracken. 
Brown earths with mull surface horizons, occur 
sporadically. 
(c) GROUND-WATER GLEY SOILS 
These occur on small terraces and flush sites 
adjacent to the narrow strerun courses on steep valley 
sides. These sites are waterlogged following heavy 
rain and water moves laterally through the d.er)osits. 
Typical profiles have a dark grey silt lorun surface 
horizon, sometimes peaty or humose merging into a light 
grey and rust mottled horizono 
EFFECTS OF LEACHING 
Climatic conditions of the area favour intense 
leaching and this has profound effects on the soilo 
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Leaching water dissolves soluble constituents and 
releases cations such as calcium, magnesium and 
potassium which are either removed from the profile 
altogether or redeposited in lower horizons. Brown 
earths are generally strongly leached; on the 
steeper slopes in the woods the brovvn earths are 
notably ochreous with strong B horizons, granule.r 
structure and friable consistencies. This development 
is probably due to intense leaching with removal of 
bases leaving sesquioxide - rich residues which have 
bright colours and friable consistencies (Crompton 
1960) Hankers are also subject to leaching. 
EFFECTS OF WATEHLOGGING 
Soils which are periodically waterlogged develop 
features which result from the reduction and raobilization 
and partial reoxidation of iron. Well drained soils are 
brown and red whilst poorly drained soils are grey or 
bluish greye Waterlogging in soil is due either to 
slow percolation of water through fine textured parent 
materials to ground water held above a substratum less 
permeable than overlying layers 9 or to a generally high 
ground water levelo In Coniston Woods both features 
occur 9 the former in hollows and the latter in the 
woods on the lake shoreo 
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2 (iv) BIOTIC FACTORS 
The two major biotic factors affectine the woods 
today are sheep grazing and mano Both have a long 
history of presence in the vvoodlands and this is 
discussed in Chapter Three. 
GRAZING 
(a) Sheep 
Herdwick is the indigenous breed of sheep reared 
in the Lake District for their ability to tolerate 
the climate. They are foundthroughoutthe year in the 
Coniston Woods, during the summer months the numbers 
are few and have strayed down from the pasture to the 
top of the woods and in the winter the National Trust 
let out the woods to neighbouring farms as valuable 
winter grazing and the numbers increase tremendously. 
There is a profound difference in grazing intensity 
from swruner to winter, tree seedlings being able to 
survive throughout the summer, but being rapidly 
destroyed in the winter. Access is available to most 
woods except some of the coppices and Hill Gill Wood 
(Grid Refe SD 301930). The sheep tend to favour the 
gentle slopes with less rocks and even where access 
is available into the coppices the sheep tend not to 
graze there 9 due to a rocky substratum and general 
lack of 1'orbs.., Under severe grazing pressure, all 
areas of the wood will be grazed and it is only the 
completely inacce.::--;sible areas which remain ungrazed, 
e.g. gorge sides. 
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(b) Deer. 
Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) are occasionally 
seen in the woods, but are few in numbers and extensive 
damage has not been observed. Some Ilex aguifolium 
trees have a rounded appearance and are presumed to 
have been grazed by deer. Absence of well developed 
Rubus fruticosu~ ~ shrubs may be the result of roe-
browsing. 
(c) Red Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris leucorus) 
This species is quite common in Coniston Woods 
and may influence the numbers of tree seedlinGs 
germinating. 
MAN 
Man today has comparatively little effect on the 
woods due to alternatives for wood in the fuel and 
construction industries. The largest impact is 
indirectly by the grazing of his sheep and directly by 
tourism. Coniston Water although one of the least 
popular lakes in the Lake District with tourists still 
has considerable numbers of visitors during the sun~er 
months. This has resulted in the trampling of vegetation 
along the shore line and damage to road verges and areas 
of woodland by haphazard parking of carso This damage 
is totally confined to the areas within 50m on either 
side of the road and the rest of the woodlands tend to 
be preserved. 
22 
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3o HISTORY 
"Any attempt to consider British vegetation can 
only do so against a background of human history." 
(Pearsall W. H. + Pennington VI. 194 7) • 
The Coniston Woods although thought to be semi-
natural in the sense that they are composed of native 
species, bear the evidence of centuries of exploitation, 
and this is probably one of the major factors 
contributing to the present composition of the woods. 
The first human colonists of the area were of 
'megalithic' age and came from the south-west by sea 
about 7000 B.P. It is thought they lived in the woods 
making small clearances, but generally not affecting 
the landscape to any degree, but there is little 
evidence to confirm this.(:Pearsall +Pennington 1947). 
The Neolithic peoples about 2 millenialater tended 
to live further up the woods in more permanent 
settlements, giving them easy access to the c_:rasslands 
for grazing their domestic animals. They used the leaves 
of various trees as fodder particularly the ell!l and also 
holly. This has been proposed as a possible c~use of 
the 'Elm Decline' which in the Lake District is dated 
between 5300 and 5000BoPo (Pennington 1965)o The effect 
of this primary attack on the woods was to reduce the 
distribution of the elm and to allo·w the expuns:Lon 
of the ash tree into the thinner lighter forests. The 
occupancy also intensified the proportion of crasses 
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in the woodland flora and the destruction of the woods 
either by felling or intensive grazing accelerated 
soil erosion and deterioration resulting in larger 
areas becoming treeless. Such areas exist to the top 
of Coniston Woods and are now Festuca/Agrostis grass-
lands with bracken on the deeper soils (Fig.J). The 
former woods probably covered this area completely. 
Further attacks took place on the oak woods all over 
the Lake District in the second and third centuries 
A.D. as agriculture improved corresponding to the late 
and post Roman period. 
Severe exploitation occurrt=~d LL the 9th t:md 1Oth 
centuries A.D. with the Norse occupation. They 
intensified sheep grazing as a result of increased 
population. A Horse l.e...nd-take existed or:t the lower 
woods in the sample area collectively known as Uibthwaite 
Woods, the element thwaite is of Norse origin indicating 
a clearing or land-take. 
After the Norse the woods around Coniston Water 
were mostly ovmed by the Cistercian monks of Purness 
Abbey and they began the conversion of what remained 
of the natural vegetation on their land to sheepwalk 
and enclosed cop~Jice woodlands. The Furness mo.aks 
rented out large sheep farms at Lawson Park and 
Parkarnoor to the top of Coniston Vloods O,igo 7) and 
these farms existed until acquisition by the l"orestry 
Commission and National Trust respectively. 1l'he sheep 
affected most of the woodlands except where they were 
of commercial value as cop;dce and these areas were 
25 
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After the dissolution of the monasteries in the 
sixteenth century A.D. the woodlands still provided 
grazing areas for sheep and cattle mainly as winter 
grazing, but their greatest source of wealth lay in 
the amount of wood available for timber, charcoal, 
and bark. The industries scarred the woods with 
permanent packhorse ways, charcoal pitsteads, stables, 
bark houses and dwellings. The packhorse ways ~nd 
pitsteads are very much in evidence today (Fig.8) and 
remains of the dwellings can be seen occasionally (Fie.9) 
( Marsh&ll and Davi<Et..s-Sh;i.el 1969). 
The trees provided the raw material for housing, 
sailing vessels, barrets, staves, hoops and fuel for 
dozens of industries from iron manufacture to preparation 
of gun powder. Several bloorneries existed in the woods, 
the remains of one can be found on Peel Island (Grid Ref. 
SD 295918). 
To ensure a regular supply of wood, most of the 
trees were coppiced and large areas of former cop_ ice 
remains today. (Fig.7) The principle of cop icing is 
that when the standard is felled the cut is made a few 
centimetres above the ground and at an angle so that 
the bole will not roto From this stool springs up a 
ring of shoots that compete fiercely for sunlight and 
grow tall and straight, 10-20 poles may grow from each 
stool and the stools are about 2-J metres apart. The 
woods were cop:-.iced every fourteen to sixteen years. The 
27 
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Fi.g.S. 
Charc oal pitstead and pathway, Coniston 1voods. 
Fig.9. 
Remains of a charcoal burner's dwelling, Coniston Woods. 
poles were sold directly to timber merchants, or 
the charcoal burners who burned the poles on pitsteads 
in the woods. The pitsteads today (Fig.8) are seen as 
flat circular terraces on otherwise steeper slopes 
usually colonized by bracken or birch and old trees 
facing into the pitstead may bear the scars of intense 
heating. 
Due to different rates of demand for various trees 
and shrubs, some may have been planted, e.g.hazel 
coppices and others may be discouraged from growing 
eego Tilia cordata, which was regarded as a worthless 
tree by the charcoal burners because of its tendency 
to reignite. (Pigott and Huntley 1978). Oak was in 
great demand for support beams and hoops, the Sinaller 
branches for high-grade charcoal and the bark for 
tannin. Ash,too, was of great value particularly for 
oars, poles and axe handles, but later American imports 
reduced the demand for ash. There are incidences of 
coppiced oak and ash throughout Coniston Woods. 
The woods today have not been coppiced since the 
Second World War when wood was in great demand, but 
selective felling has taken place in some of the 
plantation areas probably as thinning measuress 
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4 (i) FIELD SURVEY 
Prior to any sampling a preliminary investigation 
of the woods took place. This showed that the major 
variation ir:. vegetation was between the relatively 
inaccessible gorge sites and the rest of the woods. 
To ensure a reasonable representation of tl.1ese stream 
sites in the field survey it was decided to select 
sites for plots at random distances along the stream. 
By using random sampling other conununi ties vvere, 
however, under or unrepresented altogether, these 
sites included high altitude lichen rich oakwood, 
alderwood on the lake shore, various Juncus and 
Sphagnum conwunities in hollows and also birch/oak 
coppice. 
As the purpose of this preliminary survey 
was to characterize the major vegetation types 
within the woodlands, these conununi ties of s:~-:all 
extent were omitted from the surveye 
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4 (ii) METHODS OF FIELD SURVEY 
1'he methods of field survey were the same 
as those used by the National Vegetational 
classification (H.VeC.) and set out in their field 
manual. (Rodwell 1978, unpublished) 
For the purpose of sampling in a woodland, 
a fairly large quadrat is necessary, both in order 
to include a reasonable number of trees, and if 
the canopy is dense to accomodate an adequate sa;,;ple 
of ground vegetation. 'l1he sixty-eight sites s-tudied 
were randomly selected throughout the woods. The 
woodland ecosystem is composed of several layers, 
canopy, shrub, ground and bryophyte layer. To represent 
all layers two quadrats of different areas were employed 
at each site. The first quadrat was 50m. x 50;,i. and 
was used exclusively for estimating cover of the tree 
canopy and shrub layer. Square plots were ta.i-:en at 
all but the gorge sites where a rectangle of the same 
area was used to keep the quadrat relatively homogenouse 
The second quadrat was 4m. x 4m. and was used for 
estimating cover of the grmmd and bryophyte communi ties 9 
all of these smaller quadrats were square. Later during 
data classii'ication both the large and small quadrats 
were combined under a single site headingo 
At each site several environmental variables 
were noted:= grid reference, altitude (m. ), ~lope 
(degrees), a~'Jpect ( der;rees) 9 soil profile and pH.. 
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Simple notes were made on:-
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Civ) 
(v) 
Community structure 
Spatial relationships with neiehbouring 
communities .. 
Temporal relationships with other 
conununities. 
Biotic factors of possible impo~·tance. 
Environ .. rnental features not covered 
elsewhere. 
Sketches of the sites were also made e..nd together 
with the notes above appear under the heading 'Site 
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and Vegetation Description',. on the fielQ. record carcls but were 
unable to be .reproquced on the computer facsir:liles. 
The mean height of the canopy, shrub, ground 
and bryophyte layers were recorded (m,m,c;n :::md mm 
respectively). Height variations within these layers 
were noted in 'Site and Vegetation Description'. 
The percentage cover of each layer was estimated using 
the Domin scale (sensu Dahl+ Hadac 1941): 
Domin Value % Cover Abundo..nce 
10 91-100% 
9 7o- 90% 
8 51=75% 
7 34-50% 
6 26-33% 
5 11-2550 
4 4-10% 
3 frequent ) 
2 sparse ) <4% ) 
1 rare ) 
Species List 
All the vascular speci~s, bryophytes, and macro 
lichens were listed.. In accordance with continental 
practice bryophytes on rocks were ignored (cofo.Poore 
1955) and only those g:cowing on soil were: included. 
The areas of bare rock 9 bare soil and litter were 
entered at the end of the complete listo 
These methods produce a basic unit of 
phytosociological data:- the releve, comprising 
a list of plant taxa present plus their cover 
abundance values and addi tioc,al data descri biug 
the location of the plot ru1d the structure of the 
vegetc:.tiono 
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4 (iii) SOIL Ju~ALYSIS 
The soil from each plot was examined, samples 
were taken using a 3o8cm diameter corer 9 and two 
or three cores were taken from different positions 
at each sample site.. As soon as ~}ossible after 
collection the pH was measured in a 1:2.5 soil/water 
ratio by volume. 
The soils were passed through a 2mm sieve and 
oven dried at a temperature of 120°C .. prior to 
further analysiso Only readily exchangeable calcium 
was measured by the following method:= 2.5g. of 
dried soil was shaken for an hour with 25cm3. of 
1 mol/dmJ ammonium acetate in watero The suspension 
was centrifuged for ten minutes then filtered and the 
residue was re-suspended three times in 25 cm3 1 mol/dm3 
ammonium acetate and centrifuged and filtered each time 
to give 100 cm3 of extract .. 
Preliminary readings of the extracts were taken 
using a Unicam SP 90 A Series 2 Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometer and dilutions vvere then made 
according to the readingo 1 cm3 of strontium chloride 
was added to each 9 cm3 of extract to prevent 
interference from other cations eogo phosphorUSo 
After dilutions accurate readings were taken 
und the results adjusted accordinglyo 
Calciwn concentrations ::n moles/kg were calculated 
from the readings by the following relation~~hip: 
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(Reading x Dilution) - Blank x 
1000 
wt.sarnple(g) 
standard concentration 
standard readine; 
x volume cm3 
1000 
The standard was 0. 5 moles/d.mJ and. when the 
stanard read 100 on the Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometer the blank had a reading of 3. 
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4 (iv) DATA PROCESSING 
Data were h2;.D.dled using prim&rily the l'IIYTO:P AK 
progrrun package (Huntley, Huntley+ Birks 1981) 
developed by DroBoHuntley at the University of 
Cambridge and implemented by him for use by the 
National Vegetational Classification tewa members 
working in the Universities of Lancaster and Manchester 
on the C.D.Ce 3600 computer at the University of 
Manchester Regional Computer Centre. Phytopak is 
a series of computer progra:ns. that facilitate the 
hsndling and analysis of large sets of phytosociological 
data. Tl;le programs are written in FORTRAn IV and 
implement on both IBM and CDC computers. 
Quantitative species and environn1ental records 
for the 68 samples were coded, in order to encode the 
/ . data each releve was ass~gned a unique code number 
and unique code numbers were assigned both to taxa 
encountered and to each of the non-biological features 
of the ploto The collective term 'spe:;cies' is used 
for taxa and these special variables. The format 
used on the punched cards is called FOR}illT - H which 
allows for 4 digit 9 species' code numbers and J digit 
data variables. Having encoded the data and transferred 
to punched cards the data were then stored in the 
computero A names file and primary data file 
containing all the data were generated. 
Computer facsimiles of the r.c:~ord cards were 
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printed using NVCREC: program.NVCREC processes the 
" " primary data, releve by releve producing for each 
/ 
releve a single sheet listing species and values. 
The primary function of the record sheet output by 
NVCREC.is to allow easy checking of the data against 
the original data source. Coding and punchin8 
errors were corrected and the samples were subjected 
to a divisive :golythetic classification using the 
INDICATOR SPECIES ANALYSIS (Hilletal 1975) program 
on the qualitative species scores. 
Indicator Species Analysis is a divisive 
polythetic method of numerical classificatim·, applicable 
to large sets of qualitative or quantitative data. It 
generates a key which enables new data to be assigned 
to the classificatory framework. Each dichotomy is 
established in several steps. First, a one dimensional 
reciprocal averaging ordination is computed. The 
stands are then divided into those with higher and 
those with lower scores than the mean score for all 
.stands. Indicator species are then identified which 
discriminate as well as possible between the tvvo groups 
of stands. These are then used to construct a 
secondary ordinationo The balance between the 
indicator species in the secondary ordination provides 
an objective and easily ap_ulied criterion for 
identifying the two groups of stands which can be 
used conveniently in the form of a key. The process 
was repeated several times and five hierarchical levels 
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reached (Figo11) 
The program TABLE was then used to print a 
data table of sample/species records structured 
according to the results of Indicator Species Analysis 
but with quantitative species scores insertedo Ordering 
of species was carried out manually but it is 
recognised that the program TWINSPAN (Hill?1980) 
is now available which has a method incorporated 
in the program to do theseo 
Ecological groups were defined which, in most 
cases? were readily recognised and seem to have 
clear ecological meaningoNew tables were then printed 
with environmental variables addedo 
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5o RESULTS 
5. RESULTS 
Indicator Species Analysis defined thirty-two 
groups after five divisions, but it is only meaningful 
to distinguish eight groups which are formed after 
three divisionso 
The groups defined are:-
1a. Oak/Birch/Hazel Coppice~ 
1b. 'Heathy oakwood' 
2a. Dry oakwood. 
2b. Humus rich oakwood. 
Ja. Damp ash/oakwood with hazel cop;,ice. 
Jb. Ash/oakwood 
4a. Wet gorge sites, mixed deciduous. 
4b. Drier streamside sites, mixed deciduous. 
Synoptic constancy tables are constructed for 
each group: the constancy classes are determin2d by 
the following constancy percentages of a particule.r 
speci~s in a group. 
CONSTANCY CLASS 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
PERCENTAGE 
1-20;[. 
21·40% 
41 ... 60?{, 
61-80% 
81-100% 
Throughout the results the symt>ols (G) 9 (S), anC. (C) 
accompany tree and shrub specieso These syr;:bols 
represent ground layer, shrub layer and canopy 
layer respectivelyo 
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Figoll. Indicator Species Analysis .Q.f Coniston lifoods Data. 
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GROUP ONE 
This group is characterised by the constancy and 
abundance of Quercus petraea and Betula pubescens in 
the canopy, and Oxalis acetosella, Desch~npsia flexuosa 9 
Anthoxanthum odoratum and Pterid..fum aguilinum in th. f:i e:> 1_d 
layer with a bryophyte community of Dicranum majus, 
Mnium hornum and Polytrichmn formosum (Tables 3 + 4) 
Positive indicator species are Dicranmn majus and 
Deschampsia flexuosa. 
This community of oak/birch woods is found on the 
steeper rocky slopes of the woods at a range of altitudes 
(61-210m). The vegetation type is best described as 
'heathy woods' as recognised by Moss et al (1910), 
Tansley (1939 pp314-315), Scurfield (1953),McVean and 
Ratcliffe (1962) and Tittensor and Steele (1971), based 
upon floristics of the field and ground layers, although 
one or two species suggest a better soil than the poorer 
heathy types found on podsols. Pearsall (193E3) he.s 
described this community on the basis of soil properties; 
he outlines a Vaccinium/Deschampsia/Dicranum co1nmunity 
on soils which are base deficient with a pH of less than 
)o8 and earthworms absento 
VHeathy woods 9 are characteristic of dry acidic soils 
and in Coniston Woods although precipitation is high there 
is good drainage of these sites, vertically through the 
sandy brovm earths, and laterally draina(·;e is facilitated 
by the steep slopes which for Group 1 have a nw.:m of 20° 
(Table 5:) o 
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I TADLE 3 ISA GROUP ONE. 
RELEVE NUi'·lDLH 
Bare soil/litter 
Bare rock 
Qxalis acetosella 
Quercus petraea (G) 
Hnium hornum 
Thuidi.wn tamariscinum 
Betula pubescens 
Fraxinusexcelsior (~ 
Pteridium aquilinum· 
Rubus f'ruticosus ~ 
Deschampsia f'lexuosa 
Polytrichum formosum 
Rhytidiadelphus loreus 
Plagiothecium undulatum 
Dicranum rnajus 
Anthoxanthum odoratum 
Galiurn saxatile 
g_ucrcus petraea 
Pleuroziurn schreberi 
Vaccinium myrtillus 
Lophocolea cuspidata 
Hypnum cupressif'orme 
Blechnum spicant 
Dryopteris dilata 
Luzula pilosa 
Dicranum scoparium 
Betula pubcscens U 
Endymion non-scriptus 
Holcus mollis 
Betula utescens G 
~ aguif'olium 
Crataerrus monogyna i.sl 
Dryopteria borreri 
Dryopteris f'ilix-mas 
Isopterygium elegans 
Lcuco§ryum g1aucum 
Lophocolea bidentata 
' 
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The mean number of' species per.releve is 17.83 and the standard 
error of' the mean is 0.648 
Additional species with a constancy of' I :-
Alnus gl utinosa ..(Ql, Brachypodi 1Jr.l sylva tic urn, Card amine :flexuo ha, 
i:!onopodium majus Deschampsia cespitosa, Festuca ovina, 
Fraxim.1s e:xcelsior(C), ~ --·~~suif'oliw;n.ill Lu:-ula campestris' 
Lu?ula mul tif'lora Lx;simachia llemorum, Prunus padu-(~t) Taxus bacca ta (C) 
!~trichum undulatvrn, Eurhyncium praelongum Isothecium myosuroides 
Rhizomnium punctatum, Plagiomnium undulatnm, Polytrichum c ornnll..lne, 
pscudoac1eropodium purum, Bazzania trilob~ta, Cladonia coniocraea, 
Cladonia f'urcata, Parmelia saxatiJis, 
r:ratacgus monogyna ill 
Acer pseudoplatanus, 
Table 4 Group 1 SynoJ·tic Constancy Table 
1 la lb 
Q,xa,J,;!.s acetosella v v v 
guercus 1_1etraea (c) v v v 
Deschampsi<l i'lexuosa v v v 
Hnium hornum v v v 
Pol~trichum f'ormosum v IV v 
Pteridi1n:1 agyilinum IV IV v 
Bet·ula 12ubescens hl v v IV 
Dicranum maj11 s v IV v 
Anthoxanthum adoratum IV I v 
C·uercus IJetrac:; ill IV II v 
Hh~ticliadcliJhus loreus IV III v 
Galium saxatile IV I v 
Table 5 Gro..!JlJ, Environmental Variables 
S ita Nllnber 39 137 13 67 43 5 107 9 2.4f. 81 61 
pH 4.2· 3.9 4.0 3.8 3~8 3o7 3.8 ~8 ~.a 4.2 Jt..Jt. 
· Ca mM/~9 rr.9 9.1 3.5 3.4 ~6 4.0 4.8 4.2 13 3.6 
J Aspect 280 24a 265 220_ .~~. 245 266 31.0 
I 
Altitude 86 91 91 62 93 62 160 210 6l. 78 187 
.. -· .. 
S!ope 0 25 30 0 20 22 17 35 20 35 0 
Grid ~98 303 303 300 299 303 301 305 297 296 304 
Reference ~16 930 928 927 917 935 913 927 912 913 931 
13 ~5 31 33 ~7 
~.5 3.7 ~.1 3.8 
j4.o At-.3 ~.4 6.9 
.. 60 ~05 240 ~60 90 
69 18 86. 62 e6 
20 15 8 P-7 2 
302 ~97 ~98 ~97 ~96 
926 ~14 912 ~1.3 91"+ 
65 57 
3.8 4.1 
15. ~ 9.6 
260 310 
9' 16lf. 
9 25 
3~ 306 
936 935 
!Mean Mean 
A B 
3.9 4.C 
7.8 7.1 
253 254 
92 106 
1~. lS.9 
Dveralf 
Mean 
3.9 
7.3 
254 
101 
16 
I 
~ 
(]\ 
There are three level sites in Group One:- 39, 67 
and 61 .. Drainage, however, is not impeded, du0 to the 
positioning of the sites as terraces on otherwise steep 
slopes and they are examples of charcoal pitsteads(Figo8) 
With such an efficient drainage system the effects of 
leaching are particularly evident with a meEm calcium 
content of the soil of 7. 3 m.TJI/kg e.nd a mean pH of 3. 8 .. 
This compares well with the description by Pearsall (1938). 
The soils are predominantly acidic brown earths, rather 
shallow in places and occasionally show signs of 
podsQlization. The soils of sites 65, 57 and 5 have much 
higher calcium values due to their situation o::1 the 
Coniston Flags. All the sites face west with the 
exception of site 47 with an aspect of 90°. 
Group one is split into two by Indicator Species 
Analysis. The ecological interpretation of this division 
is into woods with a substantial proportion of coppice 
and those sites without coppice. A dominance of coppice 
in the releves has a profound ·ini'luence on the composition 
of the field and bryophyte layers and it L:; because of 
this that differences occur between la and lb even though 
they occur on similar soils. 
The negative species for this di visiorl are Corylus 
avellana (S), Betula pubescens (C), Endymion non-scriptus 
and Rubus frut.icpsus agg, all of which are indicators 
for Group 1.. Positive indicator speci<c:>:> fol' the division 
are Galiu.11 saxatile, Anthoxanthwn odoratwn and Dicranum 
majus which are all indicative of Group 1bo 
47 
Group 1a 
This group is atypical of 'heathy woods' due to the 
presence of a shrub layer, mainly hazel copllice. It is 
not certain if the hazel was planted, it is prob<:cble 
that the shrubs are principally relict with pl<:tnting in 
the more suitable areas. 
Drystone walls once effectively prevented the entry 
of sheep into the coppices, but these have since 
degenerated in places and sheep are nov,r allowed access. 
The sheep tend not to graze in these areas due to unstable 
substratum and lack of young cop)ice shoots and forbs. 
This is partly a result of lack of management, since the 
coppices have now gro·wn up. The last cutting was in the 
1940's, therefore the vegetation is at the climax of the 
coppice 'cycle' and in the summer months casts a very deep 
shade which few plants can tolerate. Another factor 
contributing to lack of forbs i:cJ the unstable nature 
of the substratum. The substratum is very rocky and 
most of the boulders are loose although outcrops of 
rock occuro Surface soil is confined to crevices und 
around the bottom of boulders, therefore rooting places 
are limited. 
Canopy and Shrub Lgyers 
The canopy is composed of Quercus petraea and Be~~la 
pubescense In the areas of hazel copr1ice they are 
standards, although in some releves of Group 1a they 
too are coppiced. Betula reaches its highest abundance 
in this group; this may be the result of int(;n;e woodland 
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industries in these areas in the past, which creuted 
breaks in the canopy favouring the entry of birch which 
when allowed to grow up, was perhaps most effective at 
competing for space on the nutrient poor burnt areas., 
Crataegus monog,yna and Ilex aguifolium are occasionally 
found as shrubs" 
Field Layer 
The field layer is generally poor, con0isting of a 
few plants rooted around the bases of moss covered 
boulders. I.lost of the plants are perennials which are 
able to reproduce ve~etatively; flowering is rare in such 
dense shade. Deschwnpsia flexuosa tends to dominate and 
Oxalis acetosella is co~~on mainly due to its ability 
to grow directly on the hurnus.Endymion non-scriptus 
occurs sporadically due to its pre-vernal life-cycle. 
Pteridium aguilinum is sparse at most site, but dominates 
at two sites where light intensity allows • 
. Bryoph.yt e Layer 
Bryophytes form a rich community covering the 
boulders, due to a suitable substratum and the dark, mois~ 
environment within the cop' ,ice., The design of the sampling 
prograrrune was to exclude bryophytes growing on rocks 
therefore these species were excluded fro~ the relev,s., 
Dominant mosses are Mniurn hornum and Polytric~lum formoswn 
and these often form rooting areas for Descharnpsia 
flexuosa. 
These sites are typical of dry acidic coppiced 
woodlands, lacking in diversity of species. Diversity 
tends to decrease wi tb. the age of the coprdce. ( /;.s!.l and 
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Barkham 1964) and the dominants tend to be shade 
tolerant. The domin8nce of a single species in such 
areas is a direct result of the coppicing (Tansley 1939 
pJ 10) and in ti1is group the dominant is Descharnpsia 
flexuosa. The age of the Coniston coppices is 
approximately forty years and they have a mean nwnber 
of species per releve of 17.14 and a mean value of 10.4 
vascular species, showing that bryophytes substuntially 
contribute to the diversity. 
Group 1b 
This group represent the true 'heathy woods' which 
generally do not have a shrub layer.. The woods are 
open with a predominantly grassy field layer with 
bryophytes growing within th2 turf and on the rocks. 
The substra-cum is rocky, but tends to be much deeper 
than 1a. These areas are favoured for grazing by sheep 
and the composition of the field layer is influenceci 
by this. 
Canopy and Shrub Lgyers 
The canopy is composed of Quercus petraea and 
Betula pubescens standards and the shrub layer is 
unrepresentedo 
Field Layer 
The field layer although dominated by Desch;J.lnpsia 
flexuosa contains Galium saxatile, Agrostis tenuis 
and Lonicera periylymenwn all of which m:·e absent 
from 1 a and are indicative of a long ;_listory of gr;,zing. 
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Fig.lJ. 
(a) 
Dry hazel coppice - May. 
Fig.lJ. 
(b ) 
Dry hazel coppice- August. 
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The increased light intensity due to the paucity of 
the shrub lu.yer e .. llows Pteridhun aguilinu.:~ to do,:tinate 
at several sites, but it i::: not enough to allow 
Call una vulgaris a sometimerJ iliipor~ant constituent 
of heathy ·:wods to be present. Vaccinium m;yrtillus 
is well reprtsented in the field layer and is only 
lightly grazed, but in the winter it will prob~bly 
become closely cropped. 
Bryophyte layer 
The bryophytes are typical of grazed acidic heathy 
oakwoods:- Dicranum majus, l-'lagiothecium undulaturn, 
Pleurozium schreberi, Rhytidiadelphus loreus and 
Polytrichu.n formosum. 
G:roups 1 a and 1 b have many floristic affini tieG due to 
both groups occurring on rocky acidic brown earths, 
and can convenientJ_y be grouped together. Important 
differences arise due to the cop}liced nature of the 
trees anc shrubs in group 1a. 
. f 1 ' 1b me .tDe_.·s o · a anc are 'typical' of their 
as.sign0c~_ grou;:;s ap:=.rt fr·or11 releve;:: 5 :::'.11(.1 9. 
Releve 5 
T~lis releve from Group 1a is o.djEt~:c;:-Jt to a flush 
area and the soil from the site i. do .. mp. Alnus ;;;;lutinosa 
forrns an import1.mt pnrt of t:Le cop::ice and seve_·al bu.se 
loving r1lant s can be foun-:~ in the ficlj layer, e. go 
B , ,. 1 _,_. \ t•. . , ' .. racnypoo.lWU sy Vat-lCUin. 1 .S ell~~ li3 0.. UOI'CteY.LlDe 
co.;;rnu1~i ty _, representatives :L:·ora both drie:c acidic c0p. ice 
and clamp, neutr;:;.l to base rj_ch cop ice c.~re or;:::-sent therefore 
this r, leve probably do~;s not represent a co;n.muni ty t:'pe 
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+ 
Fig.l4o 
a. 
A typical example of the heathy oakwoods of group lb. 
Fig.l4. 
b o 
High altitude oakwood- relev~ 9. 
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but a gradation between two. 
Relev~ 9 (Figo15) 
This releve from group 1 b is a distinct co1nmunity 
and is underrepresented in the survey. It is an 
example of high altitude oakwood vvhere tl1.e oaks are 
stunted and the vegetation is dominated by lichens. 
The cormnuni ty is comparable to the Kesk&dale Oc::tl~s 
(Leach 1925)o It is certain that this would form a 
distinct community type if more represent&tive releves 
were taken~ but it would still be a facies of 'heathwood' 
with which it is classed in the survey. 
A typical representative of Group 1a is releve v7 
and of 1b releve 81 (Figs 12,1} 8, 14) 
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Group 2 
ThL) conununi ty is characterised by the conste.ncy 
and abundo.nce of quercus petraea and Betula pubescens 
in the canopy. Anthoxanthum odoratum, Oxalis aceto:lOlla, 
rteridiwn aguiliniwn, Endymion non-script us, Holcus 
mol lis, Agrostis tenuis and Galiw:1 saxatile :."or.n the 
field layer with a bryophyte layer of IJ1nium hornwn and 
Polytrichurc. forrnosillll (Tables 7 and 8). 
Positive indicator species are Teucrium scorodonia, 
Endymion non-scriptus, Dicranella heteromalla, Deschampsia 
cespi to sa, Dryopteris filix-mas, Anthoxantl1wn odoratum 
and Rur-h,ynchi urn praelongwn. 
This group is characteristic of a dry sesGile 
oakwood facies on sandy brovrn earths. vri th a shrub layer 
poor or absent. 'Dry oakwood' has been recognised by 
Woodhead ( 1900 ), Tansley ( 1939 p 315 ), J:>uri ( 19 48 ) and 
Scurfield (1953). Tansley described it:':: cme of the 
commonest communi ties of s<uercetum se:3si1iflorae and 
relc.tes it to the hc:athy vvoods of Group 1. It c.::.lso 
has clo::e affinity r1i th the herb-rich birch and oakwood 
as::.>ociatio:1s Oll degrade~1 bro .. -n ec;.rth as des :ribec: by 
McVean (19G4) und Tittensor ~n Steele (1971). 
The soils are simiL:-.r to Group1, havil'1g predominantly 
brovm fo~·est soils v.ri th a mean pH of 3 o 9 cmc1 a nc:_~i-' 
calciwn c •.1tent of o.O mi</kg. Tlli:; suggests siii1ilaT 
draLn.a, ·c: <~ill·_', leachin~_: procesDes to Group1 a.: tho-Ll.;)1 in 
this gr1np the cnlciwn v:LI_ues tend to be lo\·:er. 'l'his 
may b2 the re[:>ult o .· iEcrc _.sed ra _nfall re<..c ,i . the 
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Table §.. Group 3..· Environmental Variables. 
A 
-
S.i t:c 
Number 1 29 '37 17 75 ' 
15 1 ~l] 1·13 
pH J 0 . / l, • " J.R ).9. ,, ')I . ,_ ') • lj It • ~2 ~3. 7 
Ca mfffr • 4.9 5. ,, 2.6 'J ') ?_ • ,_ 5.5 1.8 10.3 J.9 
1'\spcct J10 282 280 2811 200 ~!62 2()0 JOJ 
Al ti tlH.lr• 91 70 9J 70 hl 91 1'2 99 
Slope 15 18 1 ~l 20 JO 20 17 5 
nGfid 287 2:n 2<>8 :2 'l7 2 ~-~ 6 2(j7 yJI~ J02 / -(~. (~ 1"' 91;2 1)08 9111 ')0 ~) 906 <_!()7 <)27 f_126 cnce 
Key. G.A. - Group 4. 
c.B. - Group B. 
B. 
71 77 117 79 
J.7 J.7 J-7 =~. 9 
j.1 "' ') J•"'- 17.J 5.5 
280 :310 ;!70 2h0 
76 117 99 91 
') r-) 
'-'-
1 ') ,_ 15 15 
J02 297 ;! ~) ~) 298 
927 '-1()6 91'~ 908 
19 1 13 \ Me~n He~n O~crH11 ..... 1 • •• f.can 
J.7 lLO I 1-t .1 J.7 J.9 
2.51J.9 l~ .12 7.6 6.0 
281\262 271 274 273 
76 91 77 96 89 
2 8 20 lJ 15.6 
29t~ 298 
911 911 
1..11 
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TABLE 8 IS!: GROUP T'.VO. 
Relevc Nu.r.lb8r 
Bare soil/litter 
Br~·r. rock. 
1 29 37 17 75 15 131 133 71 77 117 79 19 113 ~5--~3~-~~~~~~2~.~~3~_.~~--~~-~~~---T~~---~9~- ~6~--~~--~~ 
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The rierc.n r·'.J.rnbc:r of erccies per reJeve 
if' 21~. 71 sn.d the sto.ndf:\T'd epro:r' c;:f 
the ~esn i2 1.882. 
Add-i_tionc-1 Gl:Jr~r:j':::c ··:ith c: cr•nf_:trc..ncy 
of I OJ.'c:-
P,o t., l '" ~"1.11'p ~('F>'Y1 <:· ( r.;) ('·y; .•.. t ,. ,,, ,--,·u c: '. O' o . -:-·-rnn ~·-..• ,1<.•-~(....-.,, 1-~··-'';;.....;;;__::;:.:•l.'- -~ 4 ., •...J~ .•. ' '' .;. "- J •• -1 -~
7 (). \ jl t h '· n• 1' 'I 1'~' ·(' ·i 11' X - -r· " n·· -; ''I c, (' c- Yi ,~ v \,:;z_)_' _.;:;,.~~·!,.I., \.. ,.L, • .J. - \,. :: •• ~:,.,..;.!.-• . ..Jl .• .l. ,,J, 
pi 1 u 1,i_fC£.Q., Ger s. r: t i 1J ~: h c. I~:,. t e (~- ic\.QJ:, 
Dr:''roDt.cris borr•r:;r•i, J)c.x n"ui-PoJL;r-: .§.)_, 
Junt;us effu~'Uf::, L::·r'jx cJcciCJ'.J<-' C., 
L 1121.1 ]_ ,')_ c ur:-:T)C s tr j IiJ_ ;.:n ?"8 :: r: r· :; t c s r;' 
Th c l·v··n t c ;~~ i r.: 1 ip-~1 .. 1 o ~-~ r~r~ r• :·: ·r~ .J.. \r £' c c~ i ~li u.~~-
~'l' ti lluc, '!i clD. r•ej_ch~chL:'1~J, 
A :tr :i. c 1 ;l; rn un:J u L'. t r:.rr:, C: 2-r• r -L ,~·h_-,1 J 'J.m 
J i1 j fcrl~J::G, D i CP r:J Yl22rr.l c c C!~'::r i urr:, 
I c; opt c;r ;rri tm' E:~illQ, I ~- o the c :i 1.1.:-:-: 
r:~;y o 21c ~· o id "2.1.. P J :~u:e oz i u.ni '" C' l'JT' e: 1:-er i , 
P oJ.:2 tr :L c :··v;~~ c o~-r;m 1J.r~, lt'l z z n ni a tY' i c ~--· (~ n: t:; 
J~ ari x d c c id:g"ETs), C',..t.J.C: P r; '! ::-: :1c tr f~~.:;;_gffi, 
l.:.2I!J:- s -n:; (,us -=rrn-. 
ground through lack of a shrub l~yer. The mean slope 
is 16° Vlhich is only moderately steep for the topography 
of Conc.::ist011 Woods.. Pe~:.rsall ( 1938) reco{!.,nises 'dry 
oakwood' on the basis of soil properties, on bc:tse 
deficient soils with a pH of above 3.8 and below 5 with 
nitrates and e,o:cthvvorrns present. He labels it 'Holcus 
and gen2ral Lake District type'. This generally vJOuld 
be ap :'licable to the present group, but Group 2b have 
deep litter horizons and their soil pH ve.lues, which 
could not be mee.sured until a few days after collection 
tend to be much lower than expected at 3.7. Tnis drop 
in expected pH could be due to thi:: storage, and Romell 
(1935) confirms this phenomenon by stating that on 
storage a mor soil becomes more acid and mull soil 
becomes less acid. All the slopes are West facing 
and most of the sites tend to be at lovver altitudes, 
but range from 61 to 120 metres. 
: roup 2 is split by Indicator Species A-nalysis. 
The ecological interpretat~on of this division on 
floristics is due to the presence of a litter layer 
in the group 2b as a result of t:,le presence ther-e of 
profuse litter producers e.g. Fagus sylvatica and 
Larix decidua.. Both communi ties ~Lre faci<::s of 'dry 
acidic oa:~vrooci'. Tlw negative in<licator ;::;peci<:.s of 
this di vi~iLm are Deschampsia flexuosa, Dicranm.-t majus, 
Dr;yopteri;.:: filix-mas, Luzula pilosa and Dicra11ella 
heteronw.lla all of ·.;hich :::1.re in(licators for G:coup 2a. 
Thr_: posi ·,;i ve L::; ic:,_tor species c.;.re RudrynchiwnJ?r.'ecelonr;um 
and liypnw2 cupre~siforme which are in~icators for 
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Group 2b. 
Group 2a 
This group has some affinities with the heathy 
woods of Group 1, as demonstrated by the ordination 
diagrrun (FiG.22 ) and in floristic composition 
particularly by the presence of Descharnpsia flexuosa. 
The slopes are relatively steep and there are very 
few rncJ~s, therefore there is little chance of leaf 
litter accumulating, and this allows Deschampsia 
flexuosa to become significant in the community which 
in itself further inhibits leaf litter accwnulations. 
The canopy layer is comp0;5ed of Quercus petraea end 
Betula pubescens standards and. there is a sparse shrub 
layer of Betula pubescens and Corylus avellana. 
Teucrium scorodonia, Hypericum pulchrum, Dryopteris 
filix-mas, Digitalis purpurea, Luzula pilosa and Luzula 
multiflora are typical me":1bers of the field layer. 
Pteridium aguilinum grows where light intensity allows, 
but tends not to dominate. 
Deschampsia cespitosa is constan~ throughout 2a 
where it has a refuge from intense competition. This 
is due to the fact that most of the sites are at low 
altitudes (G0-90 metres) and are consequently under the 
most pressure from tourists. Deschrunpsi~ cespitosa 
wi thste:n1ds tra;npling and tends to line the charcoal 
pathways. It is able to flourish vve~~l on these well 
drained. nutrient poor soils. (Davy mll~ Ta~.rlor i~'74). 
I',fost of the me;abers of thtc field layer are characteristic 
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of open habitats e.g. Deschampsia cespitosa, Digitalis 
purpurea, Teucrium scorodonia etc. and it is significant 
that many areas of the lower woods have bee::.l felled 
creating open spaces. 
The bryophyte layer i~; composed of 11nium hornwn, 
Polytrichum formosum, Thuidium tamariscinurn and 
Dicranella heteromalla. 
Group 2b 
This group is another facies of dry oakwood, but 
includes even age plantations of Fagus sylvatica and 
Larix decidua, notable litter producers. Quercus 
petraea is still important in the canopy and Betula 
pubescens tends to be scattered. 
The field layer is ultimately dependc.nt at these 
sites on light intensity and depth of leaf litter. 
Where Fagus and Larix are planted closely together 
the field layer is sparse or absent altogether (Fig.17) 
In felled and cleared areas there is an increased 
light intensity and the Pteridium/Holcus/Endymion 
complementary society is found, as so often described 
by Woodhead (1906), Tansley (1939 p315) and 8curfield 
(1953). There i.s a gradient of communities fro"l the 
shaded sites with deep litter to the lighter sites. 
There is a distinct absence of Deschampsia flexuosa 
which is thought to be inhibited by a deep litter 
layer (Jarvis 1964) and thi."J could also account for 
the absence of 'l'eucrium scorodonia and Digital is 
purpurea whic:l are replaced by Endymion non-scri ptus 
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Fig.l6. 
(a) 
Dry acidic oakwood, with Pteridium aguilinum 
where light intensity allows. 
Fig.16. 
(b) 
Fagus sylvatica plantation with . sparse 
field and ground vegetation. 
and grass species e.go Holcus mollis which are better 
at penetration of the leaf litter (:Sy.de.s a_r~.d _ q:rime 
1980). The increased number of Fraxinus excelsior 
seedlings may be due to this litter layer which 
conceals the ash keys from predators. (;Sydea. and Grime 
Further investigations of these seedlings 
later on in the summer showed most of the seedlings 
were dying probably as a result of lack of nitrates. 
The bryophyte layer is almost exclu;,;ively 
Ewdzynchium praelongum which is a shade loving species, 
shade being provided by the depth of leaf litter and 
the close spacing of trees in the plantations. The 
absence of other mosses e.g. Dicranum majus may be 
the result of lack of rocks as a suitable substratum 
and the un:stc.ble nature of the leaf li tter.M.nium hornum 
is present at most sites and can adapt to such conditions. 
Groups 2a and_ 2b can be conveniently grouped 
together as dry acidic oakwood. Plantations of Larix 
and Fagus cause two facic·s of this (.:omrnuni ty to be 
distinguished: 
(a) Open Deschamosia/Teucrium/Digi tc.:clis 
(b) ~~'teridium/EndYmion/Holcus 
A typical example of Group 2a is releve 38 
and of: Group 2b is releve 10 (Fir-;.16 ). 
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Group 3 
This community is characterised by the con::;tancy 
and dominance of Quercus petraea and lt,raxinus excelsior 
in the canopy and occasionally Betula pubescens. The 
field layer includes Bracnypodium sylvaticum, Oxalis 
acetosella, Lysimachia nemorum, Viola riviniana, ~d Rubus 
frutic.osus agg and the_·e is regeneration by Fraxinus and 
Quercus. Bryophytes include Thuidium tamariscinurn, Ivlnium 
hornum and Plagiomnium undulatum. 
There is only one positive indicator for the group 
which is Cirriphyllum piliferum. 
This community has been described as an ash-oak 
wood by Moss, Rankin and Tansley (1910) and Puri (1948 ), 
on a damp soil with mild humus (Tansley 1939 p315), on 
moi:3t well drained sites (Wardle 196 1 ) and as the 
Bro.chypodium sylvaticum rich ashwood association 
(McVean 1964). On the basis of soil properties Pearsall 
(1938) describes it as the Mercur~s/Brachypodiwn society 
on soils often calcareous at times, base deficient with 
nitrates and worms present o This COJ'ununi ty a1so has 
affinities with a 9 Fern~rich mixed deciduous wood' as 
described by Tittensor and Steele (1971)o 
The presence of ash in the ash-oak woods of the 
Lake District has been associated by Tansley (1939 pp317-
318) with high rainfall, but this has been disputed by 
Puri ( 1 ~) ~8 ) who stater; that under :the same climatic 
conditions ash cs.n be present in one area Llnd not another 
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and its distribution probably correlates vd th the 
calcareous more unstable soilse 
The soils of Group 3 are quite different from the 
stable acidic bro~~ earths of Groups 1 and 2. The soils 
are mainly stony loruns, flur;hed brovm earths and ground 
water gleys with correspondingly incre:J.Bed pH and 
calcium values. The mean pH is 4.3 and the mean calcium 
content of the soil is 36.9 mM/Kg. 
There are several possible explanations:-
(i) The soils at flush sites are continually 
fed with bases leached from higher 
altitudes (Pearsall 193~ and at the sites 
in hollows the bases from these higher 
altitudes are only slowly leached away 
due to impeded drainage. 
(ii) The hollows are often filled wi~~ glacial 
drift which may be richer in Ca than 
the surroundings. It is possible that 
glacial drift in the area contains 
fragments of the Coniston limestone 
(iii) 
which is found to the north of Coniston 
Water. 
The soils 
inuna t ure ; 
effective 
releasing 
are unstable and relatively 
therefore leaching is less 
and there is continuous erosion 
bases. 
The sites vary in altitude, but none of the sites 
are above 179 metres aJl.d all the slopes face west. 
Group 3 is divided by Indicator Species Analysis 
into two groupso The ecological interpretatjon of 
this division is into those sites which are coppiced 
and those which are not cop-,Jiced, the latter tending 
to be on the heavier soilso The negative indicator 
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species for the division are Crataegus monogyna and 
Corylus avellana which are characteristic of Group Ja. 
The positive indicator species are End;rrnion non-script us, 
Rh,ytidiadelphus sguarrosus, Agrostis tenuis, Deschampsia 
cespitosa, and Cardamine flexuosa which are all 
indicative of Group 3b. 
·Group 3a. 
This group represents a mixed coppice on damp soils. 
These coppices differ fro:n the coppices of 1 a in the 
much wider variety of trees and shrubs, and the presence 
of Acer pseudoplatanus in the canopy suggests some areas 
of the coppices are of secondary nature. Pearsall (1946) 
states that the entry and rapid spread of a new or alien 
species in a wood is facilitated and ensured by 
disturbc:Lnces in the original forest cover. In these 
coppices it is generally only the hazel which is coppiced 
and Fraxinus excelsior and Quercus petraea are u.::ually 
standards. 
The field layer iE-< composed of Oxali;:J acetosella, 
Viola riviniana and Brachypodium sylvaticum. Impatiens 
noli-tangere a relatively rare plant, becomes locally 
dominant in these sites. This species is extremely 
sensitive to grazing and the rocky substratwr; in the 
cop_::Jices provides a refuge froE1 sheepo Ferns clre abundant 
in the cop1)ices where the dark hwnid cond.i tions are iC..eal 
for Athyrium filix-femina B.nd Dryopteris dilatata. 
Orchis mascula is found occasionally ::md imlicates 
a base=ric1l environment. 
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The bryophyte layer tends to be quite rich 
including 'rhuidiwn tamariscinu::n., Mniwn hornwn, 
Plagiomriu:.n undulaturn,:&trlrJnchium praelongum and 
Elrllynchiwn praelongwn var stokesi. Mosses gro-.-;in{; on 
rocks and dead wood were again ignored., The bryophytes 
in thL:; group are indicative of shaded conditions and a 
fertile soil which is neutral to basic in reaction. 
Group Jb 
This group represents an open wood with a sparse 
shrub layer and is found mainly on the gentle lower 
slopes which tend to have a damp substratum. These 
sites are particularly favoured by sheep and grazing 
indicators in the field layer such as Agrostis tenuis, 
and R~ytidiadelphus sguarrosus suggest a long history 
of grazing at these sites. Other members of the field 
layer are Brachypodium sylvaticum, Oxalis acetosella 9 
Ajuga reptans, Mercur:lalis perennis and Allium ursinum. 
The vegetation of the field layer tends to form a mosaic" 
The drier ~reas are dominated by grasses e.g. Holcus mollis 
Bnd Agrostis tenuis and the wetter areas are dominated 
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by Mercur:ialis perennis communi ties or Brachypodiur11 sylvaticwn/ 
Ajuga reotans communities. The Mercur:lsJis communities 
tend to be on the heGvier damp soils in hollows. 
Tansley (1939 p282) describes this as one of the most 
clea~ly mu.rked societies in woodlands which tends to 
avoid acidic soils unless there is an abundant supply 
of water (Jalisbury 1916 p104) 
In other areas, the fielc~ layer is composed of many 
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Table 10 Group 3 Synoptic Constancy Table 
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species and the formation of well marked societies 
appears to be less common and may be due to the absence 
of coppicing. Moss :in fact ( 1911 , 19 i J) does not 
recognise definite field layer societies within this 
habitat. 
Deschampsia cespitosa forms a well marked community 
dominating on a few of the 'ground-water gley' soils 
where the canopy has been reduced by fellinp:: (Fig. 1-Bo) 
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The bryophyte layer i~~ characterised by Cirriphyllum 
piliferum, Plagiomnitu11 undulatum .. and Thuidium tamariscinum. 
These mosses indicate shady, moderately calc.-:treous soils, 
shade being provided by the luxuriant field layer. 
Although Ja and Jb are classed together as damp 
Ash/Oalc woods they can conveniently be separated into 
ungrazed coppice and grazed open woods. A 'typical' 
example of Ja is releve . 59 . , and a typical· .. 
example of Jb is releve 41. 
A Mercurialis perennis corrunu.-rli ty with coppice'. ash 
is shown in Fig. 18b. 
Fig:. l 8. 
(a) 
Deschampsia cespitosa tends to dominate in the 
cleared areas which have wetter soils. 
Fig.l8. 
(b) 
Coppiced ash and Mercurialis perennis community. 
7 5 
Group 4 
This group is characterised by the const<J,ncy and 
abundance of quercus petraea and Fraxinus excelsior 
in the canopy with Tilia cordata fre~uent. The shrub 
layer is ;nainly Ulmus glabra with Corylus avellana 
occasional. 
The field layer is quite rich with a mean number of 
species per releve of 29.82 and a mean nwnber of 
vascular species of 163 
Typical plants in the field layer are At~Vlium lilix-
femina, Brachypodiwn sylvaticwn, Dryopteris dilatata, 
Viola riviniana, Lysimachia nemorum and Oxalis 
acetosella with the regeneration of both ash and oak 
occurring. The bryophyte layer is again diverse w5.th 
Thuidium tamariscinurn and hmium hornum dominant and 
Pellia sp.in the wetter areas. 
These sites can be labelled 'gorge and st1~·eamside 
communities' and have not often been recognised as 
distinct woodland communities mainly because of the 
absence of gorges from r:1any '<voodhn1ds. Tansley ( 1939 
pp316-317) recognL3eS a community of strearnsicle and 
flush habitats of sessile oakwoods but like Moss (1913) 
does not recognise societies within this division. 
In Coniston Woods the gorges are corunon and have 
their own distinct communities. 
The mean pH of these sites i,c.:; 4.8 w?lich is the 
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highest in the survey and the actual range is the 
widest from 3 .. 8 to 5o7 and includes the highest pH 
encounteredo The calcium content of the soil has 
a mean of 47.,1 rnM/Kg but ranges from 13 .. 7 to 134.7rnlVI/Kg 
which is very high considering the strength of leaching 
at most sites within the woods. The major question is: 
'under such conditions, how can pH values of above 5 
and large calcium values be maintained?' The answers 
to this are similar to those given in Group 3, plus 
several extra possible explanations:-
(1) A lot of the soils in the group are ranker 
and are too shallow for efficient leaching., 
(ii) Stream action is efficient at eroding any 
exposed rocks and depositing the freshly 
eroded material along the sides of the 
streamo 
(iii) To the top of Coniston Woods (Grid Ref .. SD308927) 
(Fig. 5 ) is an area of recently deposited 
material probably glacial in origin and this 
could be contributing to the high pH and 
calcium values at these stream sites at 
lower altitudes. 
The soils are predominantly rankers and flushed 
brown earth with loams and acidic brown earths at the 
more stable sites. Occasionally there are deep layers of 
loose discontinuous soils which have slipped down the 
gullies from the intervening slopeso 
The sites occur at a range of altitudes (76 to 206m) 
and vary in aspect, but are predominantly south-west 
facing, with the occasional north~west facing sJopeo 
Another perhaps more important reason for the diversity 
of species 9 particularly the presence of Ulmus glabra 
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The mea.n number of sp<::cies ~Jer 
r e1 eve i c ~~ 9. 82 Dnd the s t2.:nd nrd 
errrP of the mean is 1.~56. 
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and Tilia cordata, at these sites is that they have 
never been totally cleared by man. The mejority of 
sites are relatively inaccessible and other areas 
were probably cleared for charcoal in preference to 
theseo Tilia cordata was also regarded as a worthless 
tree by charcoal burners (Pigott and Huntley 197B). 
The sites are also inaccessible to sheep, therefore 
regeneration of trees and shrubs is able to take place, 
although regeneration of Tilia cordata from seed has 
not been observed for many years (Pigott and Huntley 
1980). The composition of the field layer is also 
influenced by lack of grazing. Typical grazing indicators, 
e.g. Agrostis tenuis are absent and grazing sensitive 
species are found e.g. Festuca altissima, which is a 
relatively rare plant, and is usually devastated_by even 
light grazing. 
The substratum is extremely complex consisting of 
solid rock with loose boulder:~ and thin patches of soil 
in the crevices. The rocks are covered by complex 
bryophyte societies, but again due to the saiicpling 
programme most were not recordedo It became difficult 
in places to decide whether the mosses were actually 
growing on soil or on the rocks and bryophyte data for 
this group must be interpreted with caution. 
The mean slope is 30° and ranges from 5°to 87°. 
Indicator Species Analysis divides the grou~) into 
two. 1l 1he nec:ntive indicators are Ilhizomniwn pun·~:tatum, 
PlagiOJJllli um undulatwn, Melica uniflora, J:+,estuca o.lt issill1a, 
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and Ranunculus ficaria which are indicators of Group 4ao 
The positive indicators are Rubus fruti..cosus agg, 
Atrichum undulatum, Betula pubescens (C) and Lysimachia 
nemorumo 
The ecological interpretation of this division 
is into wetter sites 9 resulting from seepage and 
humidity and drier sites on the shallower gullieso 
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Group 4a 
This group tends to be composed of sites ~t which 
the streams are well cut into the rockso Thcfw r·;ullies 
are very damp, spray from the stream create::! o. ldi!,h 
air humidity and several seepage o.ren:: oc:cur, 1lrai.ning 
into the stream. The wetness of these site: i:: 
reflected in the floristics. 
The canopy is composed of Fraxinus excelsior, 
Quercus petraea and Tilia cordata with a shrub layer 
of Ulmus glabra. Alnus glutinosa is found at several 
sites. All are found as standards and Tilia cordata 
at most sites consists of a line of standards joined 
together with a tendancy for one or two to fall across 
the stream. This casts a deep shade on the field and 
bryophyte layers. 
The field layer it:: composed of Brachypodium 
sylvaticum? Viola riviniana, Atl-:l,;riwn· filix-femina, 
Cardamine flexuosa, and Geranium robertianum vrith 
Allium ursinum and Arum maculatwa·occuring where 
the soil is deeper. ijymenop4yllum wilsoni is found 
at scattered sites, particularly beneath waterfallso 
These dark humid areas are suitable for ferns, 
Thelypteris dryopteris 9 Thelypteris limbosperllla and 
Thelypteris phegopteris being comrnonly foundo These 
species are almost exclusive to these wetter gorge 
sites, but are occasionally found in Group 4bo 
Dryopteris dilatata, Dryopteris· lilix-mas and Atlurrium 
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filix-femina are also common, but are not restricted 
to this group. As stated previously these sites are 
relativeL inaccessible to sheep and this allows 
Festuca altissima and Luzula sylvatica to grow. 
These two species are confined to this group. 
Thehry·ophyte cornmu..."li ty is very complex, but most 
species have not been recorded. Mnium hornum, 
Rhizomniurn punctatum and Pellia sp are particularly 
dominant, but the list of species is varied. 
Thamnobryum alopeaUr£ffia species indicative of running 
water is significant at two of the sites. 
Group 4b 
This group represents the 'drier' stream sites 9 
the strewns tend to be slower flowing and over a gentler 
topography and generally not well cut. The canopy layer 
is mainly Quercus petraea and Fraxinus excelsior. 
Tilia cordata, although still i;uportant, is absent from 
a few sites and Acer pseudoplatanus is present. rrhis 
alien intrusion and absence of Tilia cordata suggests 
that some of the sites in this group being more accessible 
have in fact at some time been cleared. The shrub l~yer 
is mainly Corylus avellana although this tends not to be 
very denseo 
The field layer is varied with some species 
indicative of a streamside vegetation but with several 
grazing indicators presento This is not surprising as 
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d~~p more accessible areas are often favoured by sheep 
for grazing. The result is that there are few well 
marked societies within the group. 
Deschanpsia cespitosa tends to dominate at a 
few sites where soils are deeper and heavier. 
Deschampsia cespi to sa is able to wi thstanr: grazing 
as it is not very palatable to sheep (Davy 19'~0). 
The grazing indicators present are Anthoxanthum 
odoratum, Galium saxatile, Holcus mollis and 
Bbytidiadelphus sguarrosus. These species plus the 
presence of Deschampsia flexuosa suggest that due to 
the topography there is not a sharp distinction between 
the actual streamside corrununi ty and the other communi ties 
within the wood. Most of these sites, therefore, 
include borderline communities. (In Group 4a the border 
between the gorge communities and other communities was 
abrupt due to the topography and the sites tended to be 
isolated). Several other calcif.-nige. plants occur, e.ge 
Blechnum spicant, but tend to be rooted in hwnus trapped 
between rocks. Most other me::nbe_;:·s of the field layer 
are indicative of base rich, damp conditions which 
normally accompany streamside sites and include 
Brachypodium sylvaticurn, Ath!riwn filix-femina, Viola 
riviniana and Lysimachia nemorum. 
The bryophyte layer includes Atrichum undulatum, 
Dicranella heteromalla, :rtmium hornum and Pellia sp. 
The mosses indicate that there is more surface soil 
in this group than group 4a and the soils tend to be 
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ground water gleys or brown earths. Polytrichurn 
commune is found particularly on the acidic bro'im 
earths indicating the borderline nature of this 
community 
A few members of Group 4 show floristic 
variations due to minor topographical features • 
., 
These releves are 97, 99 and 83. 
Releve 97 
This site occurs under a waterfall and the soil 
is very thin on an almost vertical rock face. Although 
typical of a gorge site it differs from other members 
; <f 
of Group 4 due to its extremit:y :JJ:ld very hwnid 
conditions. The releve is characterised by 
Hymenophyllurn wilsoni, Dichodontiurn pellu hldum o.nd 
Luzula sylvatica. This releve is one of the few sites 
where Luzula sylvatica is found in Coniston \Voods due 
to the inaccessibility of the site to sheep. 
Releve 99 
This releve differs from other members of Group 4 
by the presence of a bank of brovm earth.. This 
discontinuous soil has slipped over the gorge from the 
main slope of the woods and provides rootin"'; places 
for many fernso The species ordination characterises 
the r~l-ev~ by Thelypteris dryopteris and a shrub layer 
of Tilia cordatao This shrub layer of Tilia cordata 
has formed by suckering. Other ferns present ~re 
At~1.yriu1n filix-fernina, Thelypteris limbosperma and 
Dryopteris filix-mas. 
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+ 
l-i' ig. 20. 
(a) 
An exampl e of a wet streamside communi~y 
of group l~ a. 
Fig.20. 
(b) 
A dry streamside site typical of 
group L~ b. 
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Releve 83 
This releve is found on acidic brovm earth, on 
the very edge of the wood where the wood me ges into 
Festuca/Agrostis grassland. The r8leve is a stream site 
and has corresponding characteristic:- · species. In 
addition many heathland plants are present e.g. Erica 
tetralix, and Myrica gale is present which is rarely 
found elsewhere in the woods. The affinity of this 
releve with the heathy woods of Group 1 b is de. 1onstrated 
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by the ordination scatter diagram of axes 1 and 2 (Fig 22 ·· ) 
Groups 4a and 4b can conveniently be grouped together 
as 'gorge and streamside' communities as they have many 
floristic affinities due to the increased wetness, and 
base-status,as a result of flushing. 
"' A typical member of 4a is releve 89 and of 4b, 
/ 
releve 125o 
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6a DISCUSSION i.ND CONCLUSIONS 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUGIONS 
This primary analysis of Coniston~~oods has 
enabled the identification of the major vegetation 
types within the woodl81ds. Most of the communities 
can be equated with previously described noda, but 
local variations in floristics do occur. The 
vegetation of Coniston Woods is essentially a 
continuum (Table 3) within which the delimitation 
of the groups is arbitra~. 
Poore (1955) sucgest that such groups should be 
regarded as convenient reference points within a field 
of continuous variation and not as discrete groups. 
Ordination of the data by Reciprocal Averaging (Hill 1973) 
was perforrned 1 followed by Indicator Specit:s i\nalysis 
as another option in the program. The releve ordination 
diagram of axes 1 and 2 (Fig.22 ) illustrates the most 
important vegetational gradients which should in turn 
reflect the most important gradients in envirorunental 
factors.. Reciprocal Averaging generates simultaneous 
species ordinations and with knovrledge of the ecology 
of some of the species these environmental gradients 
can be identifiedo 
The m~in directions of ecological variatiou appear 
to be soil moisture, soil base status, biotic disturbance, 
hwnidi ty and altitude although tl1ere are complex 
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interactions. The most important overall factor 
influencing these gradients appears to be the 
topography. 
The Coniston Woods are found on siliceous soils 
ranging from clays, loams and flushed brown earths 
to rankers and acidic brovm earthso The soil type is 
knovm to be a major factor in determining the 
vegetation at a given locality and, as a result of 
this great variety of soils on all of which Quercus 
petraea is dominant, the associated trees and ground 
vegetation also show a wide range.. The geology of 
Coniston Woods i.s only of lirrli ted importance; the 
soils on the Coniston Flags and Grits tend to produce 
a higher base status soil, whereas where igneous rocks 
penetrate the woods the flora tends to be calcifuge 
Elsewhere the soils are so altered by leaching that the 
parent rock has very little influence.. The status of 
glacial drift in the area is uncertain due to its 
discontinuity and unknown composition .. 
The relief is a major factor deter ... ining the 
composition of the soil, therefore influencinc the 
vegetation. On the upper hills and knolls the bases 
are leache:~' down the slopes, and are re:;laced bJ hydrogen 
ions, thus increasing the acidity ana creating ::tcidic bro·wn 
earths and podsols. Some of the bases percolate tlovm 
the hillsides and provide a flushing effect along 
drainage channels, creating mull bro·im earths, flw;hed 
brown earths and ground water gleys. The iciea that 
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topography influences plant distribution, throuch 
the effect of leaching and flushing on soil ba~e status 
is expressed by Pearsall (1950) and Salisbury (1922)o 
The distribution of soils in Coniston Woods 
provides a major gradient upon which the vegetational 
gradient can be aligned. Since the distribution of 
soils is dependent upon the toppgraphy of the woods, 
a complex mosaic of different soils occurs as a result 
of thE: topographical irregularity, and this mosaic is 
reflected in turn by the vegetation. 
The past management of the woods for timber has 
also had an important influence upon the vegetation 
in Coniston Woods. There are a few areas which, due 
to their inaccessibility have not been intensively 
exploited by man. This combined with a high soil base 
status and pH due to flushing, results in a floristically 
rich community. Many species find refuge from grazing 
at these sites. In other areas of the woods where 
exploitation has been severe the soil has deteriorated, 
the natural hwnus has been destroyed, and the base status 
has d2clined. These areas are characterised by the 
presence of old bloomeries, charcoal pitsteads, and 
pathways o Thi.s has destroyed the natural woodL .. nd ground 
veeetation, and allowed gras;~ species to invadeo Where 
tree regeneration has not taken place large gaps in the 
canopy occur below which the ground vegetation is 
dominated by Pteridiwn aguilinum, on the drier si tes 9 or 
Deschrunpsia cespitosa, on the vvetter siteso 11'hEc presence 
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of alien trees e.g. Acer pseudoplatanus in the 
vegetation also indicates that these areas were 
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once cleared (Pearsall 1946). Although Rhododendron ponticum 
is a."b~ent it is encroaching in several other woods in 
- '-
the Coniston basin. 
Coppicing of several areas has created distinct 
communities. Here the ground vegetation species are 
adapted to the dense shade cast in the su:mner, although 
pre-vernal species are also found. Two types of coppice 
ground flora result from the variat io:.r~s in soil base 
status and moisture. 
Grazing also provides a gradient to which vegetation 
can be related. Winter grazing is particularly dense and 
prevents the natural regeneration of many trees and 
shrubs. Seedlings are observed to germinate E:.ncl survive 
the first surruner 9 but two year old seedlings are not 
observed and are therefore assumed to be grazed in the 
winter months. The predominance of grass s~Jecies in 
many area;:; of the woods indicates a long history of 
grazing. These areas of intense grazing form the 
extremity of a gradient which has at the other end, 
the inaccessible areas or areas of unsuitable substrata 
where grazing is not apparent. 
Aspect tends to be of little importance to the 
composition of the vegetatjon. This is mainly because 
most of the sites face west following the natural strike 
of the hills. It is only the gorge sites which show a 
slight variation in aspect, most of these sites facinc 
south-west. 
Altitude is an important environmental gradient .. 
This is, however, mainly due to a correlation between 
the distribution of the soil types and altitude .. 
Exposure at the higher altitudes nonethel'="s:=J is also 
a significant factor. Rankers, and acidic brovm earths 
with a tendency towards podsolization, are found at the 
higher altitudes. The deeper acidic brown earths are 
found on the medium to high parts of the woods Emd the 
flushed brown earths, and'alluvial rankers' are ,ound 
at the stream sides .. (The term alluvial ranker is used 
to describe thin gravel type soils deposited directly 
upon streamside rocks).. Loarns and ground water gleys 
are fotmd on the lower slopes or in hollows.. At the 
higher altitudes e.g. releve 9, the oaks tend to be 
wind-pruned· a~d stunted, and the ground flora is 
composed mainly of lichens and mosses which are able 
to withstand the exposure (Fig .. 11r ) 
Ordination Diagrams 
The first axis (Fig .. 24 ) appears to be a gradient 
primarily of soil moisture and humidityo The wetter sites 
are found at the lower end of the scale, e .. g. site 97 
which is a waterfall site characterised by Hyrnenoph_yllum 
wilsoni, Dichodontium pellucidwn. and Luzula sylvatica .. 
At the dr~ end of the gradient is site 9 which is 
characterised by Festuca ovina, Cladonia coniocraea, 
Parmelia saxatilis and Cladonia furcata. 
There is also evidence that this axis i~ in part 
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reflecting soil base status. Soil moisture and base 
status tend to be correluted in Coniston Woods; the 
wetter areas are usually flush areas with high base status 
and the drier areas are poor in bases due to leaching. 
Another factor which may be involved ia grazing, 
the ungrazed sites tend to be the wetter gorge sites, 
and the grazed areas tend to be drier. Similarly 
human disturbance is probably playing some pc1.rt since 
it is least in gorge sites and greatest in the heathy 
woods. 
The gradient formed by axis 1 is basically:-
Gorge sites ~ Damp oakwood ~ Dry oakwood ~ Heathy Oakwood 
Group 4 Group J Group 2 Group 1 
On the Reciprocal Averaging scatter diagrarn for 
axes 1 and 2 the groupa-defined by Indicator Species 
AnaLysis tend to be reasonably distinct. There are, 
however, releves which overlap with members of other 
groups. This is an expression at least in part of the 
continuity of the vegetation of Coniston Woods. Several 
releves from Group J (Damp oakwood) overlap on this 
moisture/soil base-status gradient with members of 
Group 4b (Drier gorge-sites). The overlapping members 
of Group J tend to be t:L1ose found in hollows which are 
subject to seepage. Groups 1 and 2 are not clearly 
separnted on the basis of soil moisture anu base status. 
Since both of these groups are found on acidic brown 
earths thL:. is perhaps not unoxpccted, ancl similurities 
between clry oakvvood and hectthy 'iv'oods are described by 
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Fig,25. Species Ordination on Second Principal Com12<?nent Axis. 
0 ~.palustre,D.slomerata,F.rubra,G.uliginosum 
L. camnestria_. 
P.epiphylla, 
Hohelix. 
IR f'rn±icosus aP:G£ • 
. a .i::l \. J • :;,.,J:!..I2• 
-! e:ale. 
lfi'.altissima. 
11' nvina.. C coniocraea C.f'urcata,P,saxatilis. 
lltt.- ) 
,E "L -~i::l lT , 
~ drvopteris,T.cordata(s). 
1oolH . wilsoni, L. sylvatica, D. ~ell nci dum. 
•• 
IDO 
., 
7., 
Tans ley ( 1939 p314). Generally the heathy v;oo~--; s are 
drier, with a lower base status than the dry oakwoods 
and are also more heavily grazed. 
The second axis appears to be related principally 
to altitude. The damp oakwoods of Group 3, wllich are 
found at lower altitudes in the woods, are f,·nmd at 
the bottom of axis 2. The corresponding speci~s for 
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thi~-- group from the species ordination are Cirsium palustre, 
Dactylis glomerate., Festuca rubra and Galium uliginosmn 
(Fig.23 ) 
At the other extreme of the axis is the waterfall 
site 97, characterised by Hymenophyllum wilsoni, Luzula 
sylvatica and Dichodontiwn pellut;iicwn. It is clo::;ely 
followed by the high altitude oakwood site che.re.cterised 
by Festuca ovina, Cladonia coniocraea, Parmelia saxatilis 
and Cladonia furcata. The next site at a high altitude 
on axes 2 is site 99o This site differs from other 
members of Group 4 (gorge sites) due to a bank of 
discontinuous brorvn earth which has slip~Jed dovm the gorge; 
most other members of Group 4 are predominantly rocky. 
The wet soil provides rooting places for many ferns and 
the species ordination characterises the site by Theylpteris 
dryopteris and a shrub layer of Tilia cordata which has 
regenerated from suckers (Fieo 22 ). Group 4 occur at 
a wide range of altitudes and are also well spread out 
along axis 2.Group 3 :(damp oakvwod·) sites tend to be at 
lower altitudes ancl Groups 1 a.nc'. 2 again show similarity 
by beinr; grouped closely tot:ethero The d~c.',c oakwoods 
tend to be at lower altitudes than the heathy oakwoods of 
Group 1 and this i.s reflected by their rela·l;i ve positions 
on the axis. 
Soil type quite closely corresponds with altitude. 
, 
Where overlapping of releves from different groups 
occurs, tl1L:; is due to the diverse topography creating 
a mosaic of soil types. The general trend of soil types 
varying with altitude is nonetheless deJ110nstrated by 
axis 2 (Fig.22 ) 
No broad ecological interpretations could be found 
for axis 3 and subsequent axes. These axes appeared to 
reflect minor variations in the data resulting from the 
... 
peculiarities of individual releves. 
/ 
The results of Reciprocal Averaging for the releves 
were plotted for axes 1 and 2, and presented in the form 
of a scatter diagram (Fig. 22 ) The interrelations 
, 
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between the releve groups defined by Indicator Species Analysis 
can be seen .. 
Groups 1 and 2 are very similar 9 and are close 
together in the ordination. This is due to similarities 
in floristics as a result of similar soil ~oisture, soil 
base status, soil type, altitude and grazing intensity. 
Groups 1 and 2 tend to be intermingled in the woods and 
gradations in floristics exist between the two. 
The ordinatioj·j also e. tphasizes the clissimilari ty 
·' between releve 9 and th(: rest of Group 1. The reasons 
for this have been mentioned previously. If further 
-· 
releves of high altitude oakwood were taken it i.s 
~ 
expected that they would form a cluster of releves 
·"' 
around the position of releve 9e 
Group J (damp oakwood) is shown as a distinct 
group, and the ordination has e1~,phasized t;te differences 
between the wetter and drier sites by placing them 
somewhat apart on both axes. These clusters do not 
correspond to 3a and Jb as the reason for this division 
was on the presence of coppice in Group Ja, and wet 
sites occur in both. 
Group 4 is also seen as a distinct group, but 
.. 
with a few of the releves showing similarities to the 
wetter sites of Group 3. Releve 83, which ic u a stream 
site, has affinities with the heathy woods of Group 1 0 
This releve is found on acidic brovm earth; near the 
Festuca/Agrostis grasslru1d to the top of the woods, and 
is quite dry. Some of the species of the heathy woods 
.. 
are therefore found in this releve with the typical 
streamside flora. 
Site 97 is also distinct from other meQbers of 
Group 4o This is because the site is under a waterfall 
on extre;nely thin soil and on an al:nost vertical rock 
face. This causes many elements in the flora to be 
-"' 
eyclusive to this releve e.g. Hymenophyllum wilsoni. 
"' Site 99 has floristic differences to other releves in 
Group 4 due to the presence of a bank of discontinuous 
brown earth which has f::'clleri. into the gorge. 
The evidence presented in tJ:ds survey suu;ests that 
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the range of vegetation types observed withi!l the 
Coniston Woods is related to variations in the 
topography, altitude, soil type (moisture and b1..1.se 
status) 9 grazing, light intensity and exploitatj_on 
of the vwods by mano There are several areas of 
Fagus sylvatica and Larix decidua plantations withi~ 
the study area, but the field and ground vegetation 
are determined by the former variables. 
The gorge sites represent areas which have never 
been totally cleared by man, and are distinct from 
the rest of the woods particularly in the variety of 
species in the canopy and shrub layers. These sites 
are probably remnants of a more mixed woodland which 
may have covered the whole of the 'Coniston Basin'. 
Exploitation of these woods allowed Fraxinus 
excelsior and Acer pseudoplatanus to penetrate the 
canopyo As a result of coppicing and other management, 
the dominance of one or two tree or shrub species is 
commono The onset of soil leaching was facilite.ted 
by the initial clearance, although under the present 
humid oceanic climate it is the dominant pedogenic 
process. 
The various woodland types in the Coniston V/oods 
today can probably be related to a historical sequence 
of woodland types suffering successively greater degrees 
of anthropogenic disturbance as follows: 
Mixed woodle:md~ ash- oak woodland~ oak woor_1 lo.nd-? oak-birch 
woodland 
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This is also the ordering of the types along axis 1 
of the ordination. 
Grazing of the woods has enhanced this proGressive 
deterioration resulting initially from woodland 
management practiceso Only in the inaccessible wetter 
and base rich areas, where flushing overcomes the 
predominant influence of leaching are communities of 
mixed woodland, and even ash-oak woodland able to persiste 
In conclusion; the vegetation of Conistoh Woods 
today consists of a series of types believed to be 
representative of a progressive deterioration from 
mixed deciduous woodland ultimately to oak-birch 
woodlands as a result of the progressively increasing 
base-deficiency of the soils caused by a number of 
interacting environmental factorse 
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